
When customers experience potentially fraudulent or unauthorized account activity, you must 
quickly address their disputes. Part of the comprehensive, proven Katabat™ Restore collections 
and debt management solution, Katabat™ Claims & Disputes delivers the ability to standardize 
and expedite your customer claims and disputes management process within defined workflows. 

Respond and Reassure With Agility
Discovering unexpected account activity is distressing. Whether your 
customers have unauthorized charges, billing for products or services 
exceeding original approved amounts, or subscription fees that continue 
after canceling the transaction, our solution enables you to expediently 
process claims and disputes—from any touchpoint. Easily define and set 
operational standards as you create automated, dynamic workflows 
without requiring IT involvement.

. 

The Highlights
If you’re in a hurry

• Centralize and capture 
customer claims and 
disputes from any 
touchpoint

• Set workflows to ensure 
required data capture, 
and trigger automatic 
case creation 

• Manage chargebacks 
and retrieval processes 
using workflow

• Track all claims and 
disputes with full 
visibility into case 
statuses

• Ensure that your claims 
and disputes processing 
is timely and responsive 
to your customers’ 
satisfaction 
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Easily configurable dispute 
and communication 
management, without IT 
involvement

Key BenefitsCapture and Process With Speed 
Configured workflows capture the information required 
to begin the claim or dispute process. Customers can 
initiate the dispute via our self-service customer portal, 
or agents can initiate the process by capturing customer 
information via the agent portal. Once captured and 
submitted, a case is created which allows for easy access 
and tracking of claims and disputes.

Our solution captures the data and documents required 
to process the dispute, so your agents have what they 
need to manage retrieval processes and chargebacks 
directly with credit card networks (e.g., Visa, 
MasterCard.) And agents can track case-specific details 
with full visibility into the latest data and status, at a 
glance. 

Efficient customer claims 
and disputes capture and 
processing 

Cost effective with fast ROI

Managing Account Discrepancies With 
Process-Driven Speed

Agile response to your 
customers’ needs 

Improved customer 
relationships that foster 
retention and brand 
goodwill

Close the Loop
Standardized claims and disputes processing accelerates 
resolution and ensures higher quality experiences for 
your customers. Handling a sensitive situation with skill 
and efficiency can be a defining brand experience. 

Your customers will benefit from consistency between 
agent and self-service interactions for an improved 
experience, and your operational environment will enjoy 
process efficiencies. And each claim and dispute’s 
history is documented with a digital audit trail, so you 
retain clear records of every interaction. 
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